Tool 3.3: Baseline Synthesis Report

EXERCISE 1: Bringing It All Together

Combining the information generated in steps 2.3, 3.2A, 3.2 B and 3.2 C, a synthesis report is created. Against each of the identified climate fragility statements, specifics of the location, people impacted and the capacity for resilience in the existing system are identified. From a mitigation perspective, a summary of the carbon intensity of city activities is prepared. Overlaps in critical sectors, from a mitigation and adaptation perspective, are noted.

Table 1 below provides a summary of the analysis till now and can be used as a progress report for the city decision makers.

**Step 1**
Note the fragile urban system and the corresponding climate fragility statements in your city which have been identified in previous tools.

**Step 2**
Sum up the information documented in Tools of steps 2.3, 3.2A, 3.2 B and 3.2 C for these climate fragilities. This information includes identification of vulnerable areas and of urban actors.